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ADKOM has existed for more than fourteen years and is one of the leading 
associations of public utility companies in the Republic of Macedonia.

As the new president of ADKOM, I would like to emphasize that the challenges in the 
communal sector are enormous, but as in the past, ADKOM will continue so in the 
future to actively support the PCEs in achieving their strategic goals.

The vision of ADKOM is to increase the capacities of the PCEs in terms of effective and 
efficient provision of communal services, to be of high quality at affordable prices, 
while enabling the preservation of the environment and support to local, regional 
and economic development. In fact, this is the basis of the mutual cooperation 
between ADKOM and the PCEs.

ADKOM as a constructive partner of the PCEs, in order to strengthen the capacities 
and the employees in PCEs to acquire knowledge and skills that would facilitate the 
execution of the current activities, organizes a large number of events, conferences 
and trainings. At the same time, ADKOM, in the role of a unifying association, 
cooperates with all relevant institutions in the country and represents the interests 
of the PCEs, but with the task of providing driving development in the communal 
sector, it cooperates with a number of implemented projects funded by the 
European Union, but also outside the frameworks of the country as with the IAWD - 
the International Association of Water Supply Companies from the Danube Region, 
the World Bank, and other institutions.

In order to successfully implement the activities with the PCEs, but also with other 
relevant institutions, ADKOM will start issuing a quarterly newsletter. Said newsletter 
will contain all events realized through ADKOM, thus covering the novelties in the 
sector and the region from the communal sphere.

ADDRESS

ADKOM 
ADDRESS 
BY THE PRESIDENT

Respectfully,

Zoran Gorgiev

President of ADKOM
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JANUARY

During January 2018, in order to successfully organize 
the 10th International Conference on “Water and Waste 
- Reality and Challenges”, to be held in the period from 
23-26 April 2018, ADKOM started collecting the ab-
stracts of the participants who applied and submitting 
them to the editorial board. 

A meeting was organized in the executive office of AD-
KOM, which determined all the necessary changes re-
garding the official website of ADKOM. After the meet-
ing, appropriate steps have been taken and said website 
will be functional in April.

In the course of the month of January the first steps were 
taken regarding the establishment of the Training Center 
of ADKOM, a call was announced where all interested 
candidates had the opportunity to apply as future lec-
turers in the center. Upon the arrival of biographies, they 
were processed and stored in the database of ADKOM.

The project for joint procurement of communal vehicles 
through the CMSR and the Slovenian Government was 
re-updated and will be worked on during the following 
period.

Also during the working month, the directors from all 
PCEs were contacted and they were asked to appoint 
a representative from among the PCEs employees, who 
will be a Delegate to the Assembly of ADKOM for the 
next four years.

At the end of the month a meeting took place between 
the director and the representatives of the HIF and rep-
resentatives of ADKOM. The topic of discussion was the 
difficulties the PCEs face on the basis of debts to the HIF. 
It was decided at said meeting to establish a working 
group that would draw up a list, where all PCEs that owe 
a debt to the HIF will be listed, and the exact amount will 
aslo be displayed. It was agreed that the list should in-
clude the amounts that the health care homes owe to the 
PCEs and to proceed to further resolution of this problem. 

FEBRUARY

09.02.2018 
Meeting with the editorial board for the 
10th International Conference - “Water 
and Waste - Reality and Challenges”

At the Executive Office of ADKOM, on 09.02.2018, a 
meeting was held with the editorial board for the 10th 
International Conference - “Water and Waste - Reality 
and Challenges”. All the submitted abstracts were con-
sidered at the meeting, they were distributed accord-
ing to the thematic areas, and moderators and panelists 
were also determined.

09.02.2018 
Workshop “Amendments to the 
Law on Administrative Officers and 
Implementation of the New Solutions”

On 09.02.2018 in Skopje, a one-day workshop was held 
at Hotel Porta on the topic “Amendments to the Law on 
Administrative Officers and Implementation of the New 
Solutions”. The workshop was opened by ADKOM’s Ex-
ecutive Director, Ms. Lolita Stojanovska, who addressed 
the significance of the topic.

The lecturer at the workshop was Ms. Emilija Cukic, Head 
of the Department for Public Sector Support in the Min-
istry of Information Society and Administration of the 
Republic of Macedonia (MISA).

During the workshop, the attendees were introduced 
to the changes, but the issues were also discussed that 
arise during the deadlines for alignment, changes in sys-
tematisations, obtaining consent from the MISA and a 
number of other issues related to the application of the 
Law on Administrative Officers.

Ms. Cukic pointed out that it had been intervened spe-
cifically in several parts of the Law on Administrative Of-
ficers, such as a foreign language, the recruitment pro-
cedure, the promotion procedure and the assessment 
procedure.

As part of the amendments from the Law on Ad-
ministrative Officers the following were presented:  

R E P O R T 
ON THE WORK 
OF ADKOM JANUARY-MARCH 

2018
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Main novelty:

 y To be abolished: Levels/points for certain categories 
of administrative officers. Obtaining an internationally 
recognized certificate issued by an official European 
tester.

*abolished: article 24 paragraph 2 item d, article 
25 paragraph 2 item d; article 26 paragraph 2 
item d and article 36 paragraph 1 indent 4.

 
Employment Procedure:

 y Personality test – is abolished (article 38, paragraph 1)

 y The section for assessing the intellectual capacity of 
the candidate - is abolished (article 40)

 
Promotion procedure:

 y Internal announcement: The website of the Agency for 
Administration - *amendment (article 48 paragraph 4)

 y Conditions for applying to an internal announcement: 
To be at a post of an immediate lower level or to be at 
a post within the same category as the post for which 
the internal announcement is published - *amended 
(article 48, paragraph 5, indent 2)

 y Selection committee: Two members of the institu-
tion. One member of the Agency for Administration 
- *amendment (article 50)

 
Promotion procedure:

 y The measures for excellent and poor performance are 
abolished *аrticle 68 abolished (fully)

 y New members are added: Successful performance fee 
(new article 94-a) and New grounds for termination of 
employment (article 98 *new paragraph 6)

 
Transitional and final provisions:

 y Foreign language - postponed application for 6 
months after the entry into force of the law

 y The systematization acts – to synchronize within 3 
months after the entry into force of the law

 y The procedures already begun - will be completed 

according to the existing “Law on Administrative 
Officers”

 
For the public sector institutions:

 y In 2018 there will be no decisions for realization of the 
measures for excellent and poor performance

 y In 2018 there will be no successful performance fee / 
termination of employment

09.02.2018  
Human Resources Commission   

On 09.02.2018, аt Hotel Porta in Skopje, a meeting took 
place  with the Human Resources Commission. This 
meeting was led by Mr. Jane Vrteski, consultant of AD-
KOM, who informed the commission that ADKOM has 
envisioned in the Strategic Plan the establishment of a 
“Knowledge Center”. The idea is to strengthen the ca-
pacities of the Public Communal Enterprises (PCEs) 
through this center. Mr. Vrteski also pointed out that this 
center aims to conduct workshops, practical trainings, 
and trainings at the workplace for all PCEs in the coun-
try. In this way, appropriate trainings would be provided, 
with certified trainers, at a price that would be afford-
able for the PCEs.

Mr. Vrteski added that the introduction of the Regula-
tory Commission and the preparation of Business Plans 
is a new challenge that should be used to strengthen the 
capacities. It is from here that the opportunity arises for 
the PCEs employees to attend the necessary trainings, 
to enrich their knowledge and to obtain information that 
will help them with their work.

Mr. Vrteski emphasized that through the Center of 
Knowledge, ADKOM provides a new perspective, where 
the human resources sectors will play an important role. 
In fact, the primary goal of these sectors will be to deter-
mine the need for trainings and how to implement them.

At the meeting, the commission was informed that it is 
necessary to prepare a list of trainings for 2018. The list 
will initially be the subject of discussion and considera-
tion, and will then be shared with the other PCEs.

JANUARY-MARCH 2018
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13.02.2018 
“New Aspects in Water Control and 
Treatment”

On 13.02.2018 in Skopje, at Hotel Porta, a workshop was 
held on the topic: “New Aspects in Water Control and 
Treatment “.

The workshop was opened by ADKOM’s Executive Direc-
tor, Ms. Lolita Stojanovska, and she pointed out that the 
workshop was part of the list of proposed workshops 
from the Commission for Water Control and Treatment 
in ADKOM.

A brief introduction to the workshop was given by Mr. 
Zoran Bozinovski, the Chairman of the Commission for 
Control and Treatment of Water, and then pointed out 
that in the forthcoming period the Commission will or-
ganize more frequent meetings and workshops that will 
be implemented using the same principle, i.e. through 
the exchange of information of experiences.

The next speech was by Mr. Kiril Lisichkov, Professor at 
the Faculty of Technology and Metallurgy - Departmant 
of Chemical and Control Engineering. In his presenta-
tion, Mr. Lisichkov first emphasized the importance of 
water as a source of life, and then explained in greater 
detail on the management of water resources. The pres-
entation emphasized green chemistry, current green 
technologies, as well as the 12 principles of green chem-
istry in practice. Mr. Lisichkov in his presentation also ad-
dressed biosorption, the mechanisms and principles of 
the same. In his presentation, Mr. Lisichkov also gave an 
explanation of the SCADA systems and their application.

Ms. Natasha Manoleva, PE Water And Sewage (JP Vo-
dovod i kanalizacija) Skopje - Center for sanitary con-
trol, presented in her speech Quanti-Tray and Quanti-
Tray/2000, innovative technology for determining col-
iform bacteria and E. coli according to the method of 
MPN. The participants were informed that this technol-
ogy is used for potable water, surface and wastewater. 
During her presentation, Ms. Manoleva explained in more 
detail about the reagents, laboratory equipment and the 
manner of work. Afterwards she added that the benefits 
of using it are rapid preparation, obtaining results within 

18 or 24 hours, dilution capability, autoclaving possibility 
after use and safe handling of waste and that no calibra-
tion, standardization or verification is required.

The last presentation from this workshop was by Ms. 
Biljana Petrovska, PE Water And Sewage (JP Vodovod i 
kanalizacija) Skopje - Center for sanitary control. In her 
presentation, Ms. Petrovska informed the participants 
about the Spectrophotometer PROVE in detail. It was 
emphasized that this is a new class of Spectrophotome-
ter for the examination of potable water and wastewater. 
Ms. Petrovska pointed out that the PROVE spectropho-
tometers offer great opportunities in water analysis, but 
also stressed that the advantage of this spectrophotom-
eter compared to other spectrophotometers is in the 
narrow gap of a light beam of 1.8nm, while allowing for 
a smaller scattering, greater precision and measurement 
capability in low concentrations.

After the two presentations from PE Water And Sewage 
Skopje, by Ms. Natasha Manoleva and Ms. Biljana Petro-
vska, a discussion developed where experiences were 
exchanged between the PCEs regarding the technolo-
gies for control and treatment of water.

At the closing of the workshop, Ms. Stojanovska once 
again informed and invited the participants to take 
part in the 10th International Conference -  “Water 
and Waste - Reality and Challenges”, organized by 
ADKOM in the period 24-26 April 26 2018, in Ohrid. 

20.02.2018 
First Session of the Assembly of ADKOM

The first Session of the Assembly of ADKOM was held 
on February 20 2018, in Skopje - Hotel Continental. The 
Assembly was opened by the President of ADKOM, Mr. 
Zoran Gorgiev, who welcomed the delegates of the As-
sembly and the rest of the employees in the PCEs.

During this first session of the assembly, new delegates 
and members of the management and supervisory 
board of ADKOM were verified.

As members of the Management Bard of ADKOM for the 
period 2018 - 2022 the following members were unani-

REPORT
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mously voted and named:

1.  Mr. Zoran Gorgiev - PCE “Komunalec”, Strumica
2.  Mr. Mazlum Leshi- PCE “Standard”, Debar
3. Mr. Dushko Veskovski - PE “Water and Sewage”, 

Skopje
4. Mr. Abdusamed Shabani - PE “Communal Hygiene”, 

Skopje
5. Mr. Petar Kamcevski - PCE “Komunalec”, Kavadarci
6. Mr. Igorcho Hristov - PCE “Solidarity” (“Solidarnost”), 

Vinica
7. Mr. Dragan Janjevic - PE “Water Supply” (“Vodovod”), 

Kumanovo
8. Mr. Gjorgi Stojanov - PCE “Derven”, Veles
9. Mr. Muzafer Murati - PCE “Proleter”, Resen
10. Mr. Fatos Veliu - PCE “Tetovo”, Tetovo
11. Mr. Andrej Kirov - PCE “Water Supply” (“Vodovod”), 

Kocani
12. Mr. Vladimir Aleksijoski - IMPE “Proaqua” (Proakva), 

Ohrid
13. Mr. Ilija Runtevski - PCE “Service” (“Usluga”), Berovo
14. Ms. Aleksandra Matevska - PCE “Mavrovo Inns” 

(“Mavrovi Anovi”), Mavrovo
15. Mr. Goran Kozarov – PE “Water Supply” (“Vodovod”), 

Bitola

As members of the Supervisory Board of ADKOM for 
the period 2018-2022, the following members were 
proposed and voted: 

1. Mr. Emil Janeski- PE “Water and Sewage” (“Vodovod 
i kanalizacija”), Prilep

2. Mr. Zoran Janev - PCE “Komunalec”, Negotino
3. Mr. Zhivko Tasev – PCE “Isar”, Stip
4. Mr. Nenad Pavicevic -PCE “Nikola Karev”, Probistip
5. Ms. Tatjana Gligorova- PCE “Komunalec”, Sveti 

Nikole

The Executive Director of ADKOM, Ms. Stojanovska, ex-
plained the financial report for 2017 and the financial 
plan for 2018 to the attendees. The Assembly of ADKOM, 
after reviewing the material with the data, adopted with-
out notice the final account for 2017, which in turn shows 
a profit for the same year.

Before the end of the session of the Assembly, Ms. Maja 
Medenica - UTVSI - Belgrade gave her Presentation of 
the GIZ Project - Management of Infrastructural Assets

Ms. Medenica briefly informed the attendees about the 
Integrated Asset Management Project, explaining that 
the project was financed by the German government 
and the purpose of this GIZ project is to enable the PCEs 
to strengthen their capacities to implement activities  
for integrated management of infrastructural assets, 
through training, providing support and providingade-
quate software and best practices based on experience.

 

22-23.02.2018 
“Review of the Strategic Plan of ADKOM 
and preparation of a new Action Plan 
of ADKOM”

On 22 and 23 February 2018, in the Millennium Hotel, Ohrid, 
a two-day workshop was held on the topic “Review of the 
Strategic Plan of ADKOM and preparation of a new Action 
Plan of ADKOM”, attended by directors of public commu-
nal enterprises from the Republic of Macedonia. 

Zoran Gorgiev, the President of the Association of Util-
ity Service Providers (ADKOM), in his welcoming address 
to the members of the Managing and Supervisory Board 
briefly pointed out the importance of the contribution of 
each participant in the process of drafting the strategic 
documents, through their own thoughts and suggestions 
for the role and the future activities of the association. 

The Executive Director of ADKOM, Lolita Stojanovska, in-
formed the participants about the implementation of the 
strategic documents so far and pointed out that the work-
shop is in the function of reviewing the structure and con-
tent of the existing strategic and action plan of ADKOM 
and to obtain guidelines for revising the strategic plan and 
prepare a new action plan for the period 2018-2020.

The main lecturer and moderator of this workshop was Mr. 
Jane Vrteski, CMC Certified Management Consultant.

The two-day workshop was organized in two parts, of 
which in the three sessions of the first part the participants 
were actively working on the mission, vision and principles 
of ADKOM, the strategic map by areas, as well as iden-
tifying the suitable priorities of ADKOM. Identification of 
measures for achieving the target values   of the indicators 
for each priority was also done.

At the second session, the participants, through a panel 
discussion, expressed their views, suggestions and pro-
posals regarding the role of ADKOM in solving the key 
challenges faced by public utilities.

JANUARY-MARCH 2018
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06.03.2018 
Meeting of the Legal Commission  

On 06.03.2018, a meeting of the Legal Commission took 
place in the executive office of ADKOM in Skopje.

At the meeting with the Legal Commission, the following 
agenda was in place:

1. Drafting an opinion regarding the changes in the Law 
on Public Procurements

2. Drafting an opinion regarding the proposed changes 
in the Law on Cemeteries and Funeral Services

3. Drafting an opinion regarding the Rulebooks deriving 
from the Law on Waste Management

4. Miscellaneous

The Bill for the Law on Public Procurements was drafted 
in October 2018, and it should come into force on 1 Janu-
ary 2019. The Commission stated that the new version 
of this law is better regulated and that they have no ad-
ditional comments on it. A discussion was developed at 
the meeting that with the new version of this law certain 
thresholds in terms of procurements have increased and 
that the procedure has been simplified.

Regarding the Law on Cemeteries and Funeral Services, 
the members of the commission were informed that rep-
resentatives from ADKOM and PCEs held a meeting with 
representatives from the Ministry of Transport and Com-
munications, explaining the changes that are required 
in this law. It was proposed by the Ministry of Transport 
and Communications to pass to the PCEs, for the pur-
pose of review, the draft version of the amendments to 
the Law on Cemeteries and Funeral Services and to ob-
tain notes on it by the communal enterprises. The draft 
amendments from the Law were submitted to all compa-
nies, but no opinion reached ADKOM’s executive office. 
Accordingly, it was concluded that the same proposals 
for amendment, which were submitted previously in the 
form of an Initiative for amending the Law, be sent to the 
Ministry.

The Commission was consulted on the “Waste Manage-
ment Rulebooks”, and it was answered that the rulebooks 
are in order and that they have no comments on them.

The members of the Legal Affairs Commission of ADKOM 
suggested organizing and maintaining training on the ad-
ministrative management exam.

 

13.03.2018 
Working meeting of all the commissions 
of ADKOM

On 13.03.2018, in Hotel Continental, a working meeting 
took place with all the commissions of ADKOM. Ms. Lolita 
Stojanovska - Executive Director of ADKOM, pointed out 
to the attendees that the purpose of this working meet-
ing was to revise the Strategic Plan and develop a new 
Action Plan of ADKOM.

At the working meeting a discussion arose on the key 
challenges in the work of the PCEs and the role of AD-
KOM in addressing the key challenges.

15.03.2018 
Second session of the Management 
Board of ADKOM 

On 15.03.2018 the second session of the Management 
Board of ADKOM took place in Strumica. At this session, 
the members of the Management Board and the Super-
visory Board were introduced to the past activities or-
ganized by the employees in the Executive Office of AD-
KOM. In the part of organizing and holding a session of 
the Annual Assembly on 22 and 23 March 2018, in Ohrid, 
the members of the Management Board and the Super-
visory Board of ADKOM provided several suggestions 
on the following topics: to invite representatives from 
MISA, MEPP and the State Environmental Inspectorate. 
At this session, the participants were introduced to the 
organizational course for the forthcoming international 
conference Water and Waste - Reality and Challenges, in 
the area of preparing the final agenda, the selection of 
panelists and moderators and other activities related to 
the organization of the conference. The members of the 
Management Board and the Supervisory Board adopted 
the revised strategic and action plan of ADKOM for the 
next five years.

22-23.03.2018 
Annual Assembly of ADKOM

On 22-23 March 2018, in Ohrid, the Annual Assembly of 
ADKOM took place.

The annual assembly had a working character and it fea-
tured debates on the problems of the communal sphere 
and the ways to overcome them.

Traditionally, all communal enterprises from the Republic 
of Macedonia, representatives from ZELS, the line minis-
tries, the State Environmental Inspectorate and the donor 
community were invited to the Annual Assembly.

Great interest was shown, and the discussions were fruit-
ful and helpful. Bearing in mind the commitments of the 
Government for communal sector reforms in order to 
improve the quality of the services and increase the ef-
ficiency of the work of the Public Communal Enterprises, 
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two panel sessions featured discussions about the cur-
rent problems and challenges that the public utility com-
panies are facing. 

Opinions were exchanged on the current conditions and 
challenges for the PCEs in the water sector - Regulated 
tariffs in the waste sector - integrated regional Waste 
management, as well as on the current situation and chal-
lenges in the operational work of the PCEs - Implementa-
tion of the Law on Administrative Officers in the PCEs.

The moderator was Katerina Canevska-Arsovska.

The attendees were welcomed and addressed by Zoran 
Gorgiev, President of ADKOM, and panelists on the cur-
rent topics were as follows: Ms. Besa Tateshi from MEPP, 
Mr. Pance Orcev, Mr. Enver Eljmazi and Mr. Shamil Rexhepi, 
all three from the Energy Regulatory Commission of the 
Republic of Macedonia, Ms. Lidija Zafirovska, Head of the 
Sector for Water Management Inspection at the SIE and 
the State Counselor at the MISA, Mr. Ljubomir Mladenov.

The directors and representatives of the public communal 
enterprises openly talked about problems with the deter-
mining of tariffs. Each enterprise has its own specifics and 
a different status; in some cases the problem is the non-
adoption of the prices of water services by the Municipal 
Councils, moreover the directors expressed dissatisfac-
tion as to why in these cases the fine was borne by the 
directors and asked for understanding and, if necessary, a 
longer deadline for adjustment. They also proposed pen-
alties for incorrect users, to which it was answered that 
citizens have the right to water, and that right must not 
be denied to them. They pointed to inconsistencies in the 
Law. The law is not something sacred, and if such views 
from the competent authorities and the very application 
show the bad sides of the legal solution, changes and 
amendments to the law will be proposed. But, until then 
it has to be applied and the obligations must be adhered 
to within the given period.

The public communal enterprises are particularly dissatis-
fied with the situation in the operational works related to 
the application of the Law on Administrative Officers in 
the PCEs.

All were unanimous and requested amendments to the 
Law on Public Sector Employees, the Law on Adminis-
trative Officers and the abolition of the Law on Amend-
ments to the Law on Public Enterprises.

The public communal enterprises are not budget users, 
they realize their own income from providing services 
on the basis of contractual agreements that are of pub-
lic interest, but can also be provided by another entity. 
The stated laws, they say, are in direct contradiction with 
the provisions of the National Strategy for entry of the 
Republic of Macedonia in the EU. They complained and 
pointed to the unsustainable situation with employed in-
adequate personnel, the level of wages in the entire sec-
tor, with huge differences between PECs and employees 
in some agencies. For the public utilities it is incompre-
hensible why they have the status of administrative offic-

ers, but it is not the case with the employees in MEPSO 
and ELEM, which, they said, are privileged.

From the state advisor at the MISA, Milanov, they re-
ceived the answer that they are preparing for and will be 
implementing a leveling of the salaries. He said that the 
obligations they have must be met within the set dead-
line, but also that the issue of amending the laws in which 
the proposals of the PCEs would be implemented will not 
be considered and opened until September.

For the panelists, this way of opening up the problems, 
discussing and providing concrete suggestions are useful, 
will be reviewed and anything that means improving the 
quality of services will be seriously considered.

In the second part of the Assembly, in front of the present 
delegates at the Assembly of ADKOM, the employees of 
the Executive Office presented and submitted for adop-
tion the following documents: the report on the work of 
ADKOM in 2017, the strategic plan of ADKOM for the pe-
riod 2018-2022, the action plan of ADKOM 2018 - 2022 
and the annual program for the work of ADKOM for 2018. 
After the presentation of the work documents, the del-
egates present at the assembly of ADKOM adopted the 
same unanimously. The president of ADKOM, on the basis 
of the adopted documents, instructed the professional 
service to prepare Decisions for all presented documents. 
In the presence of the delegates attending the assembly 
of ADKOM, the representatives of the GIZ Project - In-
frastructural Assets Management briefly introduced the 
attendees with the application of the IAM and the ex-
periences in the water utilities and the way that will be 
achieved by using the innovative package that includes 
the establishment of a center and the use of the custom 
program package EDAMS. Mr. Paunovic, Director General 
of PCE Vodovod from Zajecar, Republic of Serbia, pre-
sented and shared their experiences from the use of the 
program package - EDAMS. 

27/28.03.2018  
Workshops for changes in the 
systematisations of the PCEs

On 27 and 28 March 2018, workshops were organized 
in the executive office of ADKOM for the preparation of 
systematisation of the job posts and review of the already 
drafted acts.

The purpose of the workshops was to work in small 
groups, to have a lecture by Ms. Emilia Cukic, Head of the 
Department for Public Sector Support in the Ministry of 
Information Society and Administration of the Republic 
of Macedonia (MISA), in relation with the preparation of 
the systematizations, the preparation of the changes to 
the already prepared systematizations, and to clear all 
the uncertainties on this topic.

After the lecture by Ms. Cukic, the workshop immediately 
moved to reviewing the systematisations of the PCEs.

 

JANUARY-MARCH 2018
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Interview with 
Mr. Cliff Hammer
Regional Advisor for Infrastructure & Environment 
Western Balkans

ADKOM: What is SECO?

CH: The Swiss Cooperation Program 
in Macedonia consists of compli-
mentary assistance of two agencies: 
the Swiss Development Cooperation 
SDC and the State Secretariat for 
Economic Affairs SECO.  The Swiss 
Cooperation Program provides as-
sistance in three domains: Demo-
cratic Governance, Employment 
and Economic Development, and 
Infrastructure and Environment. The 
financial umbrella of the current pro-
gram 2017 – 2020 amounts to CHF 
76 million, to which SECO contrib-
utes with CHF 26 million.  

ADKOM: What does SECO stand for?

CH: SECO is the Swiss Confedera-
tion’s center of expertise for all core 

economic policy issues, including 
economic cooperation and develop-
ment. Reliable infrastructure is vital 
for a country to develop its econo-
my and reduce poverty. SECO thus 
among other supports its partner 
countries in the improvement of ba-
sic infrastructure services through 
investments, advice, training and ex-
pertise. 

ADKOM:  In which domains does 
SECO support the Republic of 
Macedonia?

CH: SECO supports Macedonia in 
two of the aforementioned domains 
of the Swiss Cooperation Program: 
Infrastructure and Environment 
(CHF 22 Mio) and Economic Devel-
opment (CHF 4 Mio). 

ADKOM:  In your opinion what are 
the benefits of SECO’s programs for 
the country?

CH: Despite the fact that Switzer-
land is the largest bilateral donor, 
the available funding for infrastruc-
ture and environment projects does 
only allow for a selected support. 
We thus focus, closely aligned with 
the EU reform requirements and rec-
ommendations for Macedonia’s ac-
cession to the EU, on key develop-
ment challenges such as water sup-
ply and wastewater treatment, solid 
waste management and disaster risk 
reduction. In order to maximize im-
pact and create synergies between 
our interventions, we pursue a ter-
ritorial approach, meaning that we 
bundle our support activities in se-

Donors for the communal sector
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lected regions, usually river basins, 
such as Bregalnica or Polog. While 
the visible infrastructure works form 
an important part of interventions, 
the building of capacities in the pub-
lic utilities, municipalities or minis-
tries is as important to effectively 
improve and sustain the quality of 
the services to the population. It is 
further important to us to ensure, 
that our interventions improve the 
living conditions of all segments of 
the population and that the infra-
structure services, despite being im-
proved, remain affordable. 

ADKOM: What are the current 
activities that are implemented in 
the environmental domain in the 
country?

CH: Current projects include the 
construction of the wastewater 
treatment plants in Gevgelija and 
Kocani, the second phase of im-
proving water supply in Gostivar, 
the first phase of improving solid 
waste management as well improv-
ing resilience to floods in the Polog 
region. The latter DRR project is co-
financed by SDC. The engagement 
of Switzerland is complemented by 
SDC financed activities in the field of 
river basin management in Strumica 
as well as nature conservation in the 
Bregalnica region.

ADKOM: In regards on the 
environmental domain what are 
the future activities planned to be 
implemented in the country?

CH: We’ve just signed the Project 
Agreement with the Ministry of Envi-
ronment and Physical Planning for a 
new water supply project in Delcevo, 
which is expected to start this sum-

mer. We are furthermore examining 
the feasibility of further promoting 
the application of innovative Nature 
Based Solutions for Water.

ADKOM:  How does SECO support 
the public communal enterprises 
(PCEs) in Macedonia?

CH: Communal Enterprises are in 
the center of the SECO infrastruc-
ture support. Simply building the in-
frastructure is however not enough 
to ensure that households and busi-
nesses have water and other basic 
services. Utility plants also need the 
appropriate operation and mainte-
nance if they are to continue deliver-
ing the intended service over many 
years.

In reality, the situation in partner 
countries is often far from this ideal. 
Municipal utilities tend not to be well 
organised or efficiently managed. 
They do not regard themselves as 
service providers, there to meet their 
customers’ needs. Their staff spend 
more time dealing with urgent situa-
tions such as repairing broken pipes, 
leaving little scope for any long-term 
projects.

SECO helps municipal utilities ad-
dress such issues. Consultants ad-
vise the companies on how to man-
age their financial, operational and 
strategic processes more effectively 
and efficiently. For example, they 
learn how to develop staff skills with 
training, update customer databas-
es, or modernise their bookkeeping.

ADKOM:  What is the position 
of SECO regarding the capacity 
building in the PCEs?

CH: Capacitated staff both in the 

municipal enterprises but also in 
the municipalities are key for the ef-
fective and sustainable provision of 
basic services. Complimentary to 
its Corporate Development support 
to selected utilities in the region in 
the frame of infrastructure projects, 
SECO supports since 2017 a regional 
initiative in order to foster and en-
hance the widespread building of 
capacities in the sector. The Region-
al Capacity Development Network 
(RCDN) for Water and Sanitation 
Services strengthens national or re-
gional providers of capacity devel-
opment (CD) measures to improve 
the delivery and quality CD products 
and to create a conducive environ-
ment for building and improving ca-
pacities of the sector work force at 
the level of public utilities and mu-
nicipalities. RCDN is implemented by 
the International Association of Wa-
ter Supply Companies in the Danube 
River Catchment Area (IAWD), the 
Network of Associations of Local 
Authorities of South-East Europe 
(NALAS), Aquasan Network of Bos-
nia and Herzegovina and GIZ ORF 
MMS.

ADKOM: Are there any new 
Infrastructure investments planned 
for PCEs?

CH: We are together with UNDP in 
the final phase of preparing the Re-
gional Flood Management Plan for 
the Polog region. SECO thereafter 
envisages co-financing prioritized 
measures to improve the resilience 
of the most vulnerable municipali-
ties against floods. Complimentary, 
we are launching this summer the 
development of the Regional Waste 
Management Plan in the Polog Re-

INTERVIEW
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gion. It’s implementation with in-
vestments in the necessary regional 
infrastructure (regional waste man-
agement center, transfer stations), in 
collection and transport equipment 
as well as expert advice to the indi-
vidual municipalities is expected to 
start by 2020.

ADKOM: How do you see the current 
and the future cooperation between 
SECO and ADKOM?

CH: Considering the obvious needs 
in terms of strengthening the ca-
pacities of staff of public enterpris-
es and municipalities, ADKOM and 
ZELS need to play a more prominent 

role to promote and deliver quality 
capacity development to their mem-
bers.  There are many good experi-
ences, in Macedonia and the Western 
Balkans that need to be capitalized. 
RCDN offers important opportuni-
ties for the national associations to 
benefit from these experiences and 
the technical assistance provided. I 
sense a growing recognition in the 
region that capacity development 
needs to go along side investments 
in infrastructure to ensure quality 
services to the population. SECO 
stays committed to support the as-
sociations, regulators and central 
authorities in the region on this path.

SECO Basic Services: 
https://www.seco-cooperation.
admin.ch/secocoop/en/home/
themes/public-institutions-
services/basic-services.html  

Urban Water Utility Reform –A 
tool for analysis and dialogue: 
https://www.seco-cooperation.
admin.ch/dam/secocoop/
de/dokumente/themen/
institutionen-dienstleistungen/
Urban_Water_Utility_Reform_-
_A_Tool_for_Analysis_and_
Dialogue.pdf.download.pdf/
Urban_Water_Utility_Reform_-
_A_Tool_for_Analysis_and_
Dialogue.pdf 
 
Delcevo Water Supply Project: 
https://www.eda.admin.ch/
countries/macedonia/en/home/
news/news.html/content/
countries/macedonia/en/meta/
news/2018/march/clean-water-
for-the-citizens-of-delcevo
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This project provides technical support, software and 
capacity building in at least 70 selected communal en-
terprises in Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia 
and Montenegro, in order to carry out the full imple-
mentation of activities related to the application of the 
methodology for integrated management of infrastruc-
ture funds - Integrated Asset Management (IAM).

The project started in 2017 and will last until the end of 
2019. In the first (silver) phase of the project, 31 compa-
nies participated, out of which 2 from Macedonia (PCE 
Nikola Karev from Probishtip and PCE Proleter from Res-
en), 14 from Serbia, 10 from Bosnia and Herzegovina and 
5 from Montenegro. This year, more than 25 companies 
moved to the next (golden) phase. A new group of two 
dozen utilities in April 2018 starts the silver phase of the 
project, including several from Macedonia.

The professional staff of the communal enterprises will 
be included in the following activities:

1. Workshops / Conferences: They are held at 
least twice a year with the managers of the 
communal enterprises, processing various top-
ics from IAM.

2. Data conversion and implementation of the 
IAM system: The use of the EDAMS software is 
provided to all utilities through the use of Cloud 
technology.

3. Trainings: Trainings take place at least twice a 
year, covering all the steps of the IAM method-
ology adapted to the different phases of the 
project.

4. Visits of the AM center in Belgrade: The com-
munal enterprises have been provided with 
a visit to the AM center, for consultations and 
support in the work.

5. Support to the communal enterprises: Daily 
support for the needs of using  the software 
and application of the adopted IAM procedures 
is provided.

6. Additional IAM services: If necessary, addi-
tional support is provided to the communal 
enterprises for the preparation of the following 
plans: a plan for improving the customer base, 
an investment plan, a plan for reconstruction 
and maintenance of the systems, infrastructure 
plans. The costs for additional support will be 
reimbursed by the communal enterprises.

The application of IAM experiences in the communal 
enterprises is achieved using the innovative package 
that includes the establishment of an AM center and the 
use of the customized EDAMS program package. AM 
Centers provide capacity building in communal enter-
prises participants to implement the IAM methodology, 

“Infrastructure asset management - 
advisory services for communal enterprises 
in South East Europe” 
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through training, support and use of the software and 
application of the best experiences. In the event that 
communal enterprises do not have enough human re-
sources to fully implement the IAM, the center will pro-
vide them with additional support.

The AM center offers a three-phase project. The com-
munal enterprises-participants move from one phase to 
the next after the completion of the previous phase.

1. Silver Phase (Phase 1 - 11 months): The 
primary activity of the centers in the first 
phase is to support communal enterprises 
in the establishment and maintenance of a 
GIS database, effective management of the 
data from the infrastructure assets register, as 
well as an understanding of the concept and 
components of the IAM.

2. Golden Phase (Phase 2 - 10 months): The 
purpose of the second phase is to improve the 
management in the maintenance sector, by 
introducing the registration of defects, for the 
needs of creating a reconstruction plan (phase 
3).

3. Platinum Phase (Phase 3 - 10 months): In the 
last phase of the project, work is being done 
on the other IAM activities, such as: Analysis of 
the customer base, Water quality management, 
Management of uncharged water, preparation 
of a plan for maintenance and reconstruction 
and infrastructure planning.

The project is made possible by the cooperation of the 
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenar-
beit GmbH (GIZ) with Hydro-Comp Entersprises Ltd. 
(HCE) from Cyprus and the International Association of 
Water Utilities in the Danube River Basin (IAWD) from 
Vienna.

The communal enterprises pay a membership fee to the 

AM Center UTVSI (Association for Water Technology and 
Sanitary Engineering) from Belgrade, which amounts to 
50 € per month. All costs that cover the travel and ac-
commodation of the participants in the workshops and 
trainings will be covered by the project. The commu-
nal enterprises pay a fee of € 200 (silver phase), € 300 
(golden phase) and € 350 (platinum phase) to the HCE 
company from Cyprus. For smaller communal enterpris-
es, additional financial incentives have been foreseen.

The application of the IAM methodology will enable the 
communal enterprises to answer the following ques-
tions:

 y What do we have and where can it be found?

 y How much is it worth?

 y What is the status and remaining life expectancy of 
the assets?

 y Which is the expected level of services and which is 
the one that needs to be achieved?

 y How do we do it?

 y How much will it cost and what is the acceptable level 
of risk?

 y How to ensure long-term sustainability?
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TOPIC NEW 
TECHNOLOGIES 

ADKOM: What are new technologies 
in water treatment and environmen-
tal conditions?

KL: Modern trends in process en-
gineering increasingly impose the 
need to design and develop new 
precision process technologies, op-
timized in terms of maximum profit-
ability with minimal ecologically ac-
ceptable environmental impact. This 
approach is of particular importance 
in the creation of information sys-
tems for managing water resources.

ADKOM: How applicable are they in 
the current conditions and level of 
technological development?

KL: Such modern technological pro-
cesses are applicable and adaptable 
to the actual conditions in the pro-
cesses for treating the potable and 
waste waters. Of particular impor-
tance to the existing conditions and 
the level of technological develop-

ment is the possibility of redesign-
ing the classical linear technological 
processes (end of pipe type) with 
modern, unconventional cyclical 
processes in which the output of the 
first production cycle would be a po-
tential input for a new process within 
the operations and processes for the 
treatment of water resources.

ADKOM: What are the advantages 
of their application?

KL: Such modern technological pro-
cesses have a minimal ecologically 
acceptable impact on the environ-
ment and they are designed and op-
timized as economically profitable 
technological processes. Their ad-
vantage over classical technological 
processes is due to the fact that nat-
ural raw materials of domestic origin 
are used for the realization of these 
eco-technologies.

ADKOM: What are the benefits of it?

KL: The main benefits of using mod-
ern technologies in water resources 
management, in addition to provid-
ing an adequate approach to envi-
ronmental management, are as fol-

lows: high efficiency, minimization 
of toxic polytants, the possibility of 
reusing the raw materials, and lower 
cost compared to classical technolo-
gies.

ADKOM: How do you see the new 
technologies in terms of their appli-
cation here in the near future?

KL: Considering the fact that our 
country is a developing country, it 
is of particular interest to imple-
ment domestic, natural raw materi-
als with low commercial value in the 
direction of developing technologi-
cal processes for the treatment of 
potable water and wastewaters. This 
trend is already present through the 
implementation of some of these 
modern technologies in the semi-in-
dustrial scale of real, commercial, ur-
ban and rural systems for the treat-
ment of water resources.

М А 

INTERVIEW

Technologies in the communal sector

Interview with 
Kiril Lisichkov
professor at the Faculty of Technology and Metallurgy, Skopje
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ADKOM: Tell us more about green 
chemistry and its application in wa-
ter and environment treatments?

KL: “Green Chemistry” is a univer-
sally accepted term that describes 
the aspiration to implement envi-
ronmentally acceptable chemical 
processes and products. This con-
cept implies education, research and 
commercial application across the 
entire supply chain of chemicals. The 
requirements of the Green Chemis-
try can accommodate pre-adapted 
classical process technologies and 
contemporary unconventional tech-
nological processes.

Green chemistry is based on a highly 
effective approach to the protection 
from pollutants because it involves 
the application of highly innovative 
scientific solutions in situations of 
pollution in the real world. Techno-

logical processes in the treatment of 
potable water and wastewaters can 
be classified as green process tech-
nologies if they fulfill most of the 
twelve principles of green chemistry.

ADKOM: How well-informed are the 
professionals about the possibilities 
this approach has to offer?

KL: The students at the Faculty of 
Technology and Metallurgy within 
UKIM in Skopje, in all study cycles, 
study in detail the concepts of green 
chemistry and green process engi-
neering and their practical applica-
tion. In the course of the year, work-
shops are also organized within FTM 
Skopje in the area of   the concepts 
of Green chemistry and their imple-
mentation in the management of 
water resources and for the profes-
sional personnel directly involved in 
this field.

ADKOM: What do you think about 
the perspectives of using these find-
ings?

KL: Of particular importance are the 
education, research and commercial 
application of the principles and con-
cept of green process engineering in 
the synthesis of unconventional eco-
processes for a healthy environment. 
In doing so, all environmental stand-
ards and regulations should be met 
and the best available techniques 
should always be implemented, thus 
ensuring integrative control.

KIRIL LISICHKOV

TOPIC GREEN CHEMISTRY - 
GREEN PROCESS 
TECHNOLOGY
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The eco-manifestation “Children and 
CHS in the World of Ecology” took 
place

On 17.03.2018, on the occasion of the 
“Days of Spring and Ecology”, PE 
“Communal Hygiene” (“Komunalna 
Higiena”)- Skopje, in cooperation with 
the Environment Department of the 
City of Skopje, organized the eco-
manifestation “Children and CHS in 
the World of Ecology”.

The manifestation took place in the 
City Park and it was attended by stu-
dents from the schools and children 
from the kindergartens from all the 
Skopje municipalities.

  PE “Communal Hygiene” has been 
organizing eco-lectures in primary 
schools and eco-workshops in kinder-
gartens for years, and for the needs of 
the manifestation “Children and CHS 
in the World of Ecology”, each school 
was given the task to make something 
out of waste material and compete 
with it with other schools.

As part of the event, the awards for the three most suc-
cessful artefacts were awarded, namely the first prize 

was awarded to “Lazo Angelovski” Primary School from 
the Municipality of Aerodrom, the second prize – “Tef-
eiuz” Primary School from the Municipality of Cair, while 

the third prize was won by the Primary School “Koco 
Racin” from the municipality of Centar. Special award 
for the permanent contribution to the protection of the 
environment was given to the Center for special needs 

persons “Poraka” (‘Message”).

The children from the kindergartens en-
riched the program by presenting them-
selves with their own ecological perfor-
mances, while each school had partici-
pants in the sports games that took place 
with the educators of PE “Communal Hy-
giene” - Skopje.

The eco-manifestation was attended by 
the Director of PE “Communal Hygiene”- 
Skopje, Abdusamed Shabani, Mayor of the 
City of Skopje, Petre Shilegov and UNDP 
Resident Representative in Macedonia, 
Louisa Vinton.

The Director of PE “Communal Hygiene” 
- Skopje, Abdusamed Shabani, on this oc-
casion emphasized that today’s happen-
ing is only one of the series of the com-
pany’s projects that aim at educating the 

ACTIVITIES OF 
PE COMMUNAL HYGIENE-SKOPJE
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youngest population about how to properly handle the 
waste and protect their environment and to inform them 
about the benefits of waste selection and recycling. He 
expressed his personal commitment to turn this project 
into a traditional one and be more and more successful 
every subsequent year.

Taken from the website of PE “Communal Hygiene” 
Skopje

Weekend-action for cleaning the city 
park in Skopje

On 17-18.03.2018, PE “ Communal Hygiene “ - Skopje 
participated in a joint coordinated action for cleaning 
the City Park, which included the teams of PE “Parks 
and Greenery” (“Parkovi i zelenilo”), accompanied by 
the communal wardens of the City of Skopje, whereby 
they warned the citizens to throw the waste in the con-
tainers intended for waste disposal and at the same time 
informed them about the manner of proper handling of 
their waste.

Taken from the website of PE “Communal Hygiene” 
Skopje

ACTION FOR CHANGING 
THE CAPACITIES OF THE 
UNDERGROUND CONTAINERS IN 
THE MUNICIPALITIES OF CENTER 
AND CAIR

PE “Communal Hygiene” - Skopje commenced an action 
to change the lids of all underground waste disposals 
that were placed within the first phase of the Project 
for installing a system for underground containers in the 
City of Skopje in 2013.

Said project covers about 55 underground containers, 
located in 20 locations in the municipality of Center and 

2 locations in the municipality of Cair, whose old and 
worn lids will be replaced with new inox elements. The 
action will take place in stages and during the next ten 
days it is planned to replace all the lids of the under-
ground containers in these municipalities.

PE “Communal Hygiene” - Skopje appeals to the citizens 
to respect the stated terms for waste disposal and at 
the same time to dispose of their municipal waste in the 
interior of the containers, that is, not to leave it on the 
platforms.

Through the use of underground containers, the waste 
is stored at a lower temperature, taking up less of the 
available surface above the ground. In this way, the un-
pleasant smell that emanates from the waste is reduced, 
as well as the possibility of its spreading in the environ-
ment decreases. The system for collection of municipal 
waste in underground containers is extremely sophisti-
cated and successful and has been applied for a long 
time in the world, with excellent effects on the protec-
tion of the health of the citizens and the environment.

Taken from the website of PE “Communal Hygiene” 
Skopje

PE COMMUNAL HYGIENE-SKOPJE
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31.01 - 01.02.2018 
Посета на ЈП „Водовод и канализа-
ција“ - Љубљана

On 31.01 and 01.02.2018, the Director of the PE “Water 
Supply and Sewage” (“Vodovod i kanalizacija”) - Skopje, 
Mr. Dushko Veskovski, paid a two-day working visit to 
the PE “Water Supply and Sewage” - Ljubljana, at the 
invitation of the General Manager of the company, Mr. 
Krištof Mlakar. During the visit, the opportunity was 
discussed to deepen the cooperation between the 
two companies by expanding the memorandum of 
cooperation.

Taking into account the fact that Ljubljana is the recipient 
of the “European Green Capital 2016” Award by the 
European Commission, and it is precisely the PE “Water 
Supply and Sewage” that had a special contribution 
towards earning said reward - Ljubljana is extremely 
important for the transfer of their experiences, which 
would be used in the part of the construction of the 
treatment plant in Trubarevo, the degree of water loss 
in the water supply system, the purification of urban 
wastewaters, the use of wastes that occur during the 
purification of waters, their further treatment as well as 
their further utilization. During the visit, it was also agreed 
to exchange experiences to ensure the advancement 

of the technical and technological development of the 
enterprises.
A reciprocal meeting has been agreed at which the 
realization of certain activities will begin, which will 
contribute to the expansion and improvement of the 
quality of the services provided by PE “Water Supply 
and Sewage” - Skopje, all of them in order to provide 
for satisfied users and a healthy environment for the 
citizens of the City of Skopje.
Taken from the web site of “PE Water Supply and 
Sewage” Skopje: http://www.vodovod-skopje.com.mk/
default.aspx

01.02.2018 
Agreement for implementation of 
the IPA project “Improvement of the 
Wastewater Infrastructure in the City of 
Skopje”

On February 1, 2018 in the Ministry of Environment and 
Physical Planning, the Minister of Environment and Phys-
ical Planning, Mr. Sadula Duraki, the Mayor of the City of 
Skopje, Mr. Petre Shilegov, and the technical director of 
the PE “Water Supply and Sewage” - Skopje, Mr. Zlatan 
Ikonomov, signed an Agreement for the implementation 
of the IPA project “Improvement of the Wastewater In-
frastructure in the City of Skopje”.
With the realization of this project, the citizens of the 
City of Skopje will rget purified wastewaters, which 
means a healthier environment and raising the quality of 

life of the citizens.

The waters of the Vardar River will also be protected, 
and the construction of collectors will create the main 
preconditions for the construction of a central treatment 
plant for the City of Skopje, which the Government has 
committed to begin by 2020 at the latest.
The Contract defines the roles and responsibilities for 
the implementation of the IPA project between the City 

ACTIVITIES OF 
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of Skopje, PE “Water Supply and Sewage” - Skopje and 
the Ministry of Environment and Physical Planning in or-
der to establish a formal contractual basis between the 
final beneficiaries for the successful implementation of 
the project, by supporting all activities within their ju-
risdiction.
The project, whose realization will cost over 10 million 
euros, will be financed from the EU funds and from the 
budget of the Republic of Macedonia.
Taken from the web site of “PE Water Supply and Sew-
erage” Skopje: http://www.vodovod-skopje.com.mk/
default.aspx

22.03.2018 
World Water Day

On the occasion of the World Water Day on March 22, 
2018, PE “Water Supply and Sewage” - Skopje, in coop-
eration with the City of Skopje, started the realization of 
the project “Water Week”.
This year, the emphasis, during the marking the World 
Water Day, is placed on the youngest population, using 
educational activities and creative workshops, which will 
take place in six municipalities on the territory of the 
City of Skopje, to highlight the importance of water as 
a resource, why it is important and why it should be ra-
tionally used. On this occasion the “11 Oktomvri” primary 
school started the activities related to celebrating the 
World Water Day.
The event was attended by the Mayor of the City of 

Skopje, Mr. Petre Shilegov, the Director of PE Water 
Supply and Sewage - Skopje, Mr. Dushko Veskovski and 
the Mayor of the Municipality of Center, Mr. Sasa Boga-
danovic.
The Mayor of the City of Skopje, Mr. Petre Shilegov, af-
ter the opening of the event at the primary school “11 
Oktomvri”, said that the goal is through a symbolic way 
to share an educational experience with the youngest 
ones about the importance of water. “My imperative is 
to provide for the citizens of Skopje healthy and quality 
drinking water at any time. The city decided that the po-
table water from the spring Rasche would not be used 
for industrial purposes as before. We are obligated to 
ensure citizens have access to healthy drinking water 50 
years from now, as well. This is our duty to the children 
and future generations”, noted the Mayor. 
The Director of PE Water Supply and Sewage - Skopje, 
Mr. Dushko Veskovski, pointed out that the goal is to 
highlight the importance of water through educational 
games and at the same time explain that the City of 
Skopje has perfectly clean drinking water. At the same 
time, the director Mr. Veskovski informed that PE Wa-
ter Supply and Sewage – Skopje, beginning from April 1 
and in the next two months, will start with action, where-
by citizens will be able to settle their debts in several 
monthly installments and without interest.
Downloaded from the website of: https://www.mkd.mk

PE WATER SUPPLY AND SEWAGE SKOPJE
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The provision of potable water and wastewater services 
is essential for the entire population of the Danube re-
gion. In this region, there is generally a high level of basic 
access to potable water and sanitation services, but the 
effectiveness and efficiency of these services do not al-
ways meet international standards.

The regional survey of the water sector in the coun-
tries of the Danube basin (World Bank, 2015) identifies 
a number of challenges regarding the capacities of the 
professional staff working in the communal sector. This 
is partly due to changes in staff and management during 
political changes, and partly due to the limited profes-
sional development and training opportunities.

It is precisely this that gives rise to the need for the for-
mation of the Danube Learning Partnership (abbrevi-
ated as D-LeaP). This educational program is designed 
as a regional, integrated and sustainable initiative for 
capacity building of the employees in the utility compa-
nies for water and wastewater. D-LeaP was established 
by the IAWD - the International Association of Water 
Supply Companies from the Danube Region. The target 
group of the programs are the managerial and technical 
personnel from the communal enterprises for water and 
wastewater.

The local partners for implementing the programs are: 
SHUKALB - Albania, ÖVGW - Austria, Aquasan and 
UPKP - Bosnia and Herzegovina, WASS, UTVSI and VRS 
- Serbia, BWA - Bulgaria, MaVíz - Hungary, SHUKOS 
- Kosovo, ADKOM - Republic of Macedonia, AMAC - 
Moldova, UVCG - Montenegro, ARA - Romania, AVS 
- Slovakia, UKRVODOKANALEKOLOGIA - Ukraine and 
IAWD.

D-LeaP offers a series of capacity-building programs 
developed at the regional level and will be implemented 
nationally by local partners or national organizations 
and associations for PCEs (hubs).

The organizations and associations for implementing 
the programs must first be accredited by the D-LeaP 
Council of Committees and they must have trainers for a 
particular program.

At the regional level, the accredited ones are as follows: 
SHUKALB - Albania, Aquasan - Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
BWA - Bulgaria, WASS, SHUKOS - Kosovo, ADKOM 
- Republic of Macedonia, ARA - Romania, UTVSI and 
WASS - Serbia, MaVíz - Hungary, UVCG – Montenegro, 
AVS - Slovakia, UKRVODOKANAL - Ukraine.

The programs that will be implemented are as follows:

1. Benchmarking program in enterprises

2. Energy efficiency

3. Commercial efficiency

4. Water safety and crisis management

5. Outstanding water bills

6. Management of fixed assets

7. Access to finances

At the moment, “ADKOM Training Center” is being 
established in Macedonia, through which the programs 
for “Commercial Efficiency” and “Water Safety and Crisis 
Management” will be implemented first, followed by the 
other above mentioned programs.

Danube Learning Partnership 
(D-LеаP)

Commercial E
in Water Supply and 
Sanitation Utilities

Danube
Learning
Partnership

Water Safety and
Crisis Management: 
Business Continuity 
Essentials for Disaster 
Risk Management

Danube
Learning
Partnership
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Summer school in Turin

The Turin School of Local Regulation 
officially announced the launch of 
the 21st edition of the International 
Summer School for the regulation of 
local public services.

The program can be visited by un-
dergraduate students in their final 
academic year, graduates and public 
administration officials (municipali-
ties, etc.) and regulatory bodies.

Selected participants will have low 
registration fees; and those coun-
tries that are not members of the 
Organization for Economic Coop-
eration and Development (OECD) 
and the new EU member-states will 
receive free registration. The regis-
tration includes 2 weeks of free ac-
commodation in Turin.

Applications are open. The deadline 
for applying is 4 June 2018.

Additional information, program and 
application form can be found at: 
www.turinschool.eu/iss

APRIL 12, 2018  
Beginner workshop 
“Advisory services for 
the management of 
infrastructure assets for 
communal enterprises in 
South East Europe”

On April 12, 2018 in Belgrade, the 
beginner workshop of the project 
“Advisory services for the manage-
ment of infrastructure assets for 
communal enterprises in South East 
Europe”, will take place.

The goal is to present the project 
through the workshop of the com-
munal enterprises in South East 
Europe, the communal enterprises 
and associations from Macedonia, 
Serbia, Montenegro and Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, as well as associations 
of utility companies from the region 
and donors.

Participants:

 y representatives of GIZ ORF MMS

 y representatives of IAWD

 y representatives of Hydro-Comp 
Enterprise from Cyprus

 y Water Technology and Sanitary 
Engineering Association - UTVSI, 
Serbia

 y Aquasan Network, Bosnia and Her-
zegovina 

 y Communal enterprises from Mac-

edonia, Serbia, Montenegro and 
Bosnia and Herzegovina

 y Association of communal enter-
prises from Macedonia - ADCOM

 y Association of water supply com-
panies from Montenegro

 y Association of utility service pro-
viders in the federation of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina - UPFBiH

 y Association of water supply com-
panies of Republika Srpska - UVRS

 y Association of water supply com-
panies from Albania - SHUKALB

 y Representatives of the NALAS net-
work from Skopje

17-19 APRIL 2018 
“Efficiency and sustainable 
water services in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina” Conference in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina

The conference will feature discuss-
ing and defining the future steps 
necessary to improve the sector, 
strengthen horizontal and vertical 
cooperation, exchange knowledge, 
information, experience and best 
practices.

During the conference days, a visit 
to the treatment station in Mostar 
will also be organized.

More info: http://www.danubis.org//
files/File/trainings/user_uploads/
Flyer%20Aquasan%20Mostar%20
Conference.pdf
 
 
02-03 MAY 2018 
“Achieving sustainable 
water and sewage services 
for all: progress, challenges 
and future activities in the 
Danube Region”

A conference on the subject of 
“Achieving sustainable water and 
sewer services for all: progress, 
challenges and future activities in 
the Danube Region” will be held in 
Vienna on March 2-3, 2018.
More than 150 representatives 
from different countries from the 
water sector will participate in the 
conference in order to discuss the 
progress, challenges and future 
activities necessary for achieving 
sustainable water and sewage 

services for the entire Danube 
region.
More info: http://www.iawd.at/

30-31 MAY 2018 
“Water days - Niš 2018”

The Association for Water Protection 
and Preservation in Southern Serbia 
(WASS), in cooperation with the 
company Medivest K.T. Ltd, organizes 
for the second year in a row the 
event “WATER DAYS NIŠ 2018” - 
International Fair for Water Supply 
and Sewage Equipment, within the 
framework of the conference, which 
will be held on May 30  and 31, 2018 
in Niš.
The INTERNATIONAL FAIR for water 
supply and sewage equipment is a 
meeting place for renowned domestic 
and international companies, where 
trends are presented, as well as 
various research and production 
achievements in the field of production 
and distribution of potable water, 
sewage and wastewater treatment, 
energy efficiency and other similar 
areas.
The conference program includes 
a variety of topics, but this year’s 
leading topic is “CIRCULAR 
ECONOMY AND WASTE WATER”, 
a circular system for using resources 
that, in turn, is the future for the 
Republic of Serbia. Representatives 
from the governmental and non-
governmental sector, research and 
educational institutions will participate 
in the definition of this topic. 

More info: 
www.wass.rs; www.danivode.rs

FUTURE EVENTS IN THE REGION
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